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Total Return MTD 

1-3 Gov/Credit -0.10%

Int. Gov/Credit -0.52%

Aggregate -0.74%

1-3 Yr US Treasury -0.18%

3-5 Yr US Treasury -0.63%

5-10 Yr US Treasury -1.07%

10-20 Yr US Treasury -1.52%

20+ Yr US Treasury -1.98%

Total Return 
MTD

Excess Return*
MTD

Current
YTM

Corporates -0.93% 0.05% 3.91%

Financials -0.75% 0.05% 3.81%

Industrials -1.01% 0.03% 3.96%

Utilities -1.04% 0.21% 3.95%

RMBS -0.50% 0.18% 3.44%

CMBS -0.69% 0.14% 3.47%

ABS -0.04% 0.13% 2.93%

Agencies -0.68% -0.14% 3.11%

This commentary has been distributed for informational purposes only and should not be 
considered as investment advice or a recommendation of any particular issuer, security, strategy 
or investment product. Information contained herein has been obtained from sources believed 
to be reliable, but not guaranteed. Opinions and estimates offered constitute our judgment 
and are subject to change without notice, as are statements of financial market trends, which 
are based on current market conditions. We believe the information provided here is reliable 
but do not warrant its accuracy or completeness. This commentary contains or incorporates by 
reference certain forward-looking statements which are based on various assumptions (some of 
which are beyond our control) may be identified by reference to a future period or periods or by 
the use of forward-looking terminology, such as “may,” “will,” “believe,” “expect,” “anticipate,” 
“continue,” or similar terms or variations on those terms or the negative of those terms. Actual 
results could differ materially from those set forth in forward-looking statements due to a variety 
of factors. No part of this article may be reproduced in any form, or referred to in any other 
publication, without the express written permission of Merganser Capital Management © 2018.
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*Month-to-date performance of spread bearing bonds versus duration-matched Treasuries
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• The economic outlook remains on track through 1Q. Inflation 
ticked up on the month in-line with economist estimates due to 
both higher energy prices and reduced deflationary pressures 
from wireless services. Despite the increase, fears of runaway 
inflation remain muted, but market consensus is for reaching 
the 2% target faster than was expected 6 months ago. The Fed 
remains on pace to lift rates two more times in 2018 (in June and 
September), with some upside risk for three, as the effects of 
fiscal stimulus may outpace the tightening impacts of reduced 
monetary accommodation.

STRUCTUReD MARkeTS

• After a period of spread widening since early February, asset 
backed spreads in the secondary market have stabilized and 
were modestly tighter on the month. While technicals were 
largely favorable in April on lower overall supply, some issuers 
had to widen guidance on certain new issue classes to get the 
deals done. The investor appetite and hunt for yield was strong 
in April with approximately $3.5 billion of esoteric issuance.

CoRpoRATe CReDIT MARkeT

• Corporate spreads retraced some of the weakness earlier in the 
year given the abatement in technical selling pressures, easing 
geopolitical tensions and strong 1Q18 earnings. The Bloomberg 
Barclays Corporate Index tightened approximately 2 basis points 
(bps) to end at 108 bps in April. Higher all-in yields on the back of 
higher two-year Treasuries and relative credit curve flatness were 
tailwinds to front-end corporate technicals during the month. 
Primary supply came in at approximately $118 billion and was 
driven by bank issuance at minimal concessions.

GoveRnMenT MARkeT

• The 2-yr and 5-yr yields increased by 22 bps and 24 bps, 
respectively, for the month of April. The 10-yr and 30-yr yields 
increased by 21 bps and 15 bps, respectively, for the month of 
April.
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